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Abstract
Predictive insights on climate variability, extremes and uncertainty, especially at local to regional scales, may provide useful information
for adaptation. However, while physics-based models may lose their ability to generalize with greater parameterization, especially when
the parameters cannot be directly or indirectly estimated from data, insights obtained by mining massive volumes of observed and
model-simulated data may have limited interpretability, particularly when explanations are attempted based on simple physical intuition.
The latter may even yield spurious results when complex dependence patterns are ignored. Another major set of challenges stem from
the fact that the climate system is nonlinear and dynamical, even chaotic, but contaminated with random noise, which may include lowfrequency, and even 1/f, components. While arguments and frameworks have been advanced to change the null hypothesis in
adaptation decisions from stationary climate to warming environments, fundamental and achievable limits to predictability may need to
be considered. This presentation discusses new findings and old perspectives, as well as prevailing beliefs in the scientific and
adaptation communities, and suggests the need to consider both non-traditional tools and non-intuitive insights while being mindful of
their potential pitfalls. The water sustainability case studies discuss water availability and warming, as well as floods and droughts, and
the nexus with energy and marine ecosystems. The national security cases discuss sensor-based monitoring for transportation security,
climate related threat multipliers and design of early warning and intervention strategies.
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